ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION AND PREVIOUS WORK
Optical character recognition (OCR) [1] is the mechanical or electronic translation of scanned images of handwritten, typewritten or printed text into machine-encoded text for the purpose of compact storage, editing, fast retrieval, and other file manipulations through the use of computers. An OCR system enables you to take a book, a magazine article or even specialized documents, such as a check, a receipt, a name card or a postal envelope, and feed it directly into an electronic computer file that can then be edited using a word processor. Because of its wide range of applications, OCR has been a research interest of many researchers working on pictorial pattern recognition.
Over the past years, a lot of studies have been made on the OCR field, which proposed several ways to implement various OCR systems and achieved important results. Sarhan and AlZobaidy et al. [2] proposed an OCR system using well-known
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life testing data set. By combining the entire concept from these papers we know that one of the most important factors that affect the results of OCR systems is training character samples. Advanced OCR systems can recognize a lot of characters from a wide variety of fonts, but they still have difficulty with new fonts, whose characters have never been trained.
New fonts constantly emerge and formulate a myriad of new characters with different typefaces. This, as a consequence, reduces the accuracy of the existing OCR systems. Thus, these existing OCR systems need to be retrained with new character samples, which include labeled character images of new fonts. However, manual generation of these new training character samples is a tedious, time-consuming and costly process, as each single character has to be marked and labeled with the correct character code. Therefore, it is necessary to construct a tool that automatically generates training character samples to avoid the demanding manual tasks.
Several approaches on the generation of training database have been published in literature. One approach is to use synthetic images generated from an electronic document, where the ground truth is available, on which an image degradation model is applied. Different degradation models have been described in literature [9] . However, we can categorize them in two general models. The first models the physics of the apparatus in detail [11] , [12] . The completeness of such models can then be justified in part by pointing to the physics. Certainly this can lead to accurate models, but they may be unnecessarily specific and complicated. The second model is more empirical: the simplest model that merely saves the appearances, that is able to generate duplicates of real defective images. Such models cannot be justified by appeals to physics, and must rest on purely statistical measures of completeness [13] , [14] . Although, using synthetic data has some advantages over scanning and manual entry, including rapid generation of data at lower cost and continuous control of degradation, synthetic data is generated artificially and may not give as good recognition results as real data. Therefore generating real data is indispensable for training advanced OCR systems. In literature, forced alignment has been used for generating real data for OCR systems. The concept of these methods is to force the transcription of the text line to fit to the image representing the text line using an initially trained recognizer. Zimmermand et al. [15] generated handwriting data using a hidden Markov model recognizer. The path maximizing the probability of finding the word from the transcription gives the optimal cutting points. A similar method is presented by Jaeger et al. [16] , and this method was applied to both handwriting and printed text. The disadvantage of this method, apart from being less accurate than manually labeled data, is that both a trained HMM recognizer and the transcription are required. To overcome this problem, Kanungo et al. [7] combined the ease of synthetic data together with real world document image degradation. He used electronic documents to extract the ground truth information (character position, size and code). Furthermore, the document is printed and scanned again. Then the electronic document and the scanned document image are aligned, allowing the computation of the positions of characters in the scanned document image. Since the distortions produced by scanners cannot be described by similarity transformations, a calibration step was introduced to adjust the bounding box of characters. Kim and Kanungo et al. [8] proposed a more robust alignment method, which gives a better result on the UW3 dataset. Recently, Beusekom et al. [10] used Kim and Kanungo's method to estimate the global transformation parameters. Then a local alignment was applied to adapt automatically to scanner distortions. Those methods of generating real data are strictly dependent on the layout of the input documents and the alignment results. The layout information needs to be 100 percent accurate otherwise the systems being evaluated or trained penalized incorrectly [7] . However, the layout of the input documents may vary, so generating layout information is not an easy task.
In this paper, we proposed a novel method that automatically generates real character data without the neccessity of layout information. At first, we generate synthetic character images using a simple degradation model. The synthetic data is used to train an OCR engine, and the trained OCR is used to recognize and label real character images that are segmented from ideal document images. Due to the limitation of using synthetic data in training, the OCR engine is unable to recognize accurately all real character images. Thus, a substring matching method is employed to fix wrongly labeled characters by comparing two strings; one is the string grouped by recognized characters in an ideal document image, the other is the ordered string of characters which we are considering to train and recognize. After substring matching process, recognized characters are classified into three groups, namely correctly recognized group, revised group and wrongly segmented group. The characters of correctly recognized group and revised group are used as training character samples. Based on our method, we build a system that automatically generates 2350 most common Korean and 117 alphanumeric characters from new fonts. The ideal document images used in the system are postal envelope images with characters printed in ascending order of their codes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a detailed flowchart of the proposed system. Section 3 illustrates an experiment to validate its performance. Discussions and conclusions of this work are given in section 4 and section 5.
THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Manual generation of training character samples is normally done in three steps as shown in Fig. 1 . In the first step, a large number of postal envelop images is collected to acquire a complete set of characters with various typefaces, font sizes and font styles. In the second step, these postal envelope images are segmented into character images. Lastly, the most tedious step is to manually label a vast number of character images using visual inspection. Mistakes are inevitable in manual labeling, which consequently affects the accuracy of the recognition results of OCR systems. engine is employed to identify unlabeled character images instead of manually labeling them. Here, an ideal postal envelope image is a postal envelope image whose characters are known and printed in ascending order of their codes. In the overview, our proposed system consists of two main stages: synthetic data generation (SDG) and real data generation (RDG) as shown in Fig. 2. 
Synthetic Data Generation

Fig. 3. Degradation Model
In SDG stage, a database of synthetic character images is created using new fonts. At first, a set of character images with various typefaces, font sizes and font styles is produced using new fonts. As these synthetic character images are directly generated from the specified typefaces, font sizes and styles in the Windows OS, they are definitely clear. In contrast, real character images undergo processes like printing and scanning, which may distort or introduce noises to them. Therefore, to mimic real character images with distortion and noises, we build a degradation model to help synthetic character images resemble real ones. Our degradation model has two steps that mimic the degradation of printing and scanning process as shown in Fig. 3 .
Degradation of printing process:
We can see that real character images may get noises due to effects of printing such as ink smudges or faint lines running over characters. Thus, pepper noise is added to synthetic character images to resemble the characteristic found in real characters. For example, we used the Korean character "쟀". This character was generated using font Samsung Gothic with the size of 10 points. This size was modified by our system based on Eq. 1 with DPI = 240, so the actual size of the generated character is 29.5 points as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Then, pepper noise is distributed randomly in the synthetic character images as shown in Fig. 4(b) . However, noises unassociated with characters are removed as shown in Fig. 4 (c). Each real character image has a different quantity of noise, so we add a noise rate option in our system to customize the quantity of noise and diversify the synthetic characters. 
Degradation of Scanning Process:
A real character is affected not only by printing but also scanning. Based on our observation, there are four kinds of degradation on the scanned result: the expansion of the character size caused by the scanning dots per inch (DPI), the noises caused by the specks of dirt on the scanner bed, the spread of the strokes of character caused by the scanner mechanism and the tilt of character when the input documents are slanted in the scanning process by human action.
DPI is a measure of spatial printing or video dot density, in particular the number of individual dots that can be placed in a line within the span of one inch. Sizes of characters on the document image are changed when the document is scanned in different DPIs. The relationship between the size of the hardcopy character and the scanned character is described as, 4 . 25
where pt is the size of hard-copy character, pt' is the size of character after scanned and DPI is the scanning resolution. Thus, the Eq. 1 is used to modify the size parameter in our system, which makes the synthetic character resemble the real scanned character in terms of size.
The noises caused by the specks of dirt on the scanner bed and the low DPI are simulated in three small steps: scaling down the input character image, adding pepper noise to it and finally scaling up the image to its original size. To demonstrate the noises, we scale down the input image with a scale vector v=(2/3,2/3) where it gives the most similar effect with scanning process. Then, some pepper noises are added to the image to simulate specks of dirt on the scanner bed. Finally, the input image is scaled up to its original size with a scale vector v'=1/v.
Due to the disadvantages of digital scanner, such as reflection, shadow or low contrast, the strokes of character tend to spread out and become bolder. In particular, the characters with bold style are significantly affected by this characteristic. To mimic this characteristic, the morphological dilation operation is performed on the characters with bold style to enlarge their stroke widths. Since the characters with normal style are less affected by this characteristic, instead of dilation operation, we applied morphological closing operation, which associates both dilation and erosion operation, to keep their stroke widths, remove small holes and make the character contours smoother. The structuring element used in our system is the cross element.
Because the input documents may be slanted in the scanning process, the real character images may be askew. For this reason, a rotation operation is employed to imitate this characteristic. Some angles of rotation are applied to diversify the synthetic database. Fig. 5 shows a synthetic character generated by our degradation model. Fig. 5 . Degradation of Scanning Process (a) noise image, as described in section 2.1.1, with the noise rate of 5%, (b) scaling down using scale vector v=(2/3,2/3), (c) adding more pepper noises, (d) scaling up using scale vector v', (e) after dilation of character with bold style, (f) after rotation by 1° of (e), (g) after closing of character with normal style and (h) after rotation by 1° of (g)
Real Data Segmentation
Ideal Postal Envelope Images:
Ideal postal envelope images are generated in binary by ETRI (Korea Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute) using new fonts. Since the focus of this paper is on Korean and English characters, 2467 characters, including 2350 most common Korean characters and 117 alphanumeric characters, are printed in the postal envelope images in ascending order of their code (ideal). As it is not possible to print all characters in one postal envelope, these characters are divided into small groups, each of which will be printed in one postal envelope. Fig. 6 is an example of ideal postal envelope images with characters printed on the right bottom corner of the postal envelope. 
Character Segmentation of Envelope Images:
After generating enough postal envelope images, we apply four image processing steps to extract characters in these images. The image processing steps are shown in Fig. 7 .
Fig. 7. Character Segmentation in Envelope Images
Detection of Region of Interest:
The detection of region of interest (ROI) in each envelope image is the foundation of subsequent processing and recognition in the proposed system. In this step, we detect the text region on the right bottom corner of an input postal envelope image, which is considered as the receiver's address, using horizontal and vertical projection profiles. Horizontal projection profile of a binary image is a column vector whose elements indicate the number of black pixels in each row of this image. Vertical projection profile of a binary image is a row vector whose elements indicate the number of black pixels in each column of this image.
The region of interest detection process is conducted as follows:
Step 1: Calculate the horizontal projection profile to yaxis on the input image. The visualization of the horizontal projection values of the input image in Fig. 8(a) is shown in Fig.  8(b) . Suppose that H is the height of the input image and the projection value of each row is projy(i), i=1..H. We define a horizontal projection threshold T h as,
The horizontal projection threshold T h is used to remove noises and distinguish text lines in the input images. Thus, horizontal projection values are less than or equal to T h are marked as 0. The visualization of horizontal projection values after thresholding is shown in Fig. 8(c) . After thresholding, we remove these text lines whose height is less than a very small value. Based on the constraint that the ROI is located in the right bottom corner of the input envelope, we find the top and bottom coordinates of the text region. The red lines in Fig. 8 present the detected top and bottom coordinates.
Step 2: Extract a text region from the input image using the top and bottom coordinates. The extracted text region is shown in Fig. 9(a) .
Step 3: Calculate the vertical projection profile to x-axis on the extracted text region. The visualization of the vertical projection values of the input text region is shown in Fig. 9(b) . Suppose that the projection value of each column is projx(j), j=1..W. Here, W is the width of the input image. We define a new vertical projection threshold T v as,
As similar to T h , T v is used to remove noises and distinguish these vertical lines in the extracted text region. Thus, vertical projection values are less than T v are marked as 0.
The visualization of vertical projection values after thresholding is shown in Fig. 9(c) . After thresholding, we can simply remove text lines with small widths and select these vertical text lines close to each other. From these selected vertical text lines, we can find the left and right coordinates of the text region. The red lines in Fig. 9 present the detected left and right coordinates. The variable ρ is the distance from the origin to the line along a vector perpendicular to the line. θ is the angle of the perpendicular projection from the origin to the line measured in degrees clockwise from the positive x-axis, where 0≤θ<180. An illustration of Hough Transform is shown in Fig. 11 .
Fig. 11. An illustration of Hough Transform
Since the skew angle of the text lines in the detected ROI is small, a small θ resolution is required for accurate skew angle detection. However, small θ resolution increases the time taken for Hough Transform to process. Thus, in our system, we compute Hough Transform of the text region image twice with different θ resolutions. In the first computation, the range of θ value is (85, 95) and the resolution is 1 degree. Hough Transform checks every angle from 85, 86, …, 95 and chooses the appropriate angle (α) for the input detected ROI. In the second computation, we again apply Hough Transform in the θ range from α-1 to α+1, however, with much smaller theta resolution of 0.2. With the detected skew angle in the second computation, we rotate the text region image to account for skewing. The corrected ROI after skew correction is shown in Fig. 12. (a) (b) Fig. 12 . Skew Correction (a) the detected ROI, as shown in Fig. 10, (b) Fig. 13. (b) (a) Fig. 13 . Text line segmentation (a) the corrected ROI and (b) the horizontal projection profile of (a)
With each segmented text line, we calculate the vertical projection profile to x-axis and find the left and right coordinates of each character. After determining four coordinates of one character, we adjust them to ensure that this character fits within the frame established by these coordinates. Finally, we extract these characters and save as unlabeled real character images. Sample results of character segmentation are shown in Fig. 14 . 
Recognition:
For character recognition, we use the OCR system developed by ETRI [19] . Character images are divided into 6 by 6 mesh blocks using nonlinear normalization. 10-feature vector is acquired in each block including 8 directional accumulative gradient values and 2 numbers of foreground pixels and background pixels in the block. Then, each character is represented with 360 dimensional features. Before recognizing character images, the OCR system categorizes characters into 7 types; 6 types for Korean characters and 1 type for alphanumeric characters, according to their shape using a multi-layer ANN. Lastly, 7 ANNs are designed for 7 character types, respectively. Here, 7 ANNs consist of 360 nodes for the input layer and 70 nodes for the hidden layer. However, each ANN has a different number of output nodes corresponding to the number of characters in the specified type.
Substring Matching:
As the current accuracy of recognizer is not high enough due to the use of synthetic training character samples, some segmented characters may be wrongly recognized. However, we know that these characters are printed in ascending order of their codes. Thus, we present a substring matching method to fix the wrongly recognized characters using Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) [20] and Levenshtein distance [21] .
Suppose that 2467 characters printed on postal envelope images are,
We call the string grouped by all 2467 characters C j the whole string T={C 1 ,C 2 ,C 3 ,…,C 2467 }. In addition, suppose that the recognized characters in an postal envelope image are R i , i=1..n, in which n is the number of recognized characters. With recognized characters R i , we can form a recognized string R={R 1 ,R 2 ,…,R n }. In order to create ideal envelope images, we separate the whole string T into substrings and print them on envelopes. Thus, the recognized string R should be a substring of the whole string T. However, there are probably some segmentation and recognition errors in the previous steps; the recognized character string R is not exactly the same as a substring of the whole string T. Thus, we apply a sophisticated substring matching method to measure the agreement between these two strings. The matching process is conducted in three steps as follows.
Step 1: Apply LCS algorithm to find the LCS between the recognized character string R and the whole string T.
Step 2: Suppose that the positions of the first and the last character determined by LCS are u 1 and u 2 in recognized character string R and v 1 and v 2 in the whole string T. Then, we define the corresponding substring of the recognized character string R is the string extracted from v 1 -u 1 +1 to v 2 -u 2 +n of the whole string W. We call the corresponding substring is S, so that S={C v1-u1+1 ,C v1-u1+2 ,…,C v2-u2+n }.
Step 3: Use Levenshtein distance to measure the agreement between the recognized character string R and the corresponding substring S. The Levenshtein distance between two strings is defined as the minimum number of edits required to transform one string into another, with the allowable edit operations being insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character. When computing Levenshtein distance to change the recognized character string to the corresponding substring, recognized characters are classified into three groups, namely correctly recognized group, revised group and wrongly segmented group. Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show sample results of the proposed character labeling method. The difference between Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 is that there are some wrongly segmented characters marked as blue color in the third line as shown in Fig. 16(b) . The codes of these blue characters are suggested by our substring matching method. Fig. 15 . A sample result of the proposed character labeling method, the first line is the segmented characters, the second line is the recognized character using the OCR system trained by synthetic data and the third line is the labeling result after applying substring matching method. In the third line, the black characters are correctly recognized by the OCR system, and the red characters are revised using Levenshtein distance as presented in step 3 of the substring matching method. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the effectiveness of our system, several experiments are conducted to assess the segmentation and labeling accuracy.
Data
In our experiments, we test with 9 Korean fonts, and each font is used to generate 144 synthetic data sets for training and 36 real data sets for testing. One data set consists of 2467 characters. Synthetic data sets are generated by changing the following options: DPI (200 and 240), font styles (Bold, Regular), font sizes (9pt, 10pt and 13pt), noise rates (1%, 2%, 5% and 7%) and rotation angles (-1•, 0• and 1•). Real data sets are created by changing font style and font size options. However, each real data set is separated into 51 small groups with different number of characters. Each group is printed into 2 different kinds of postal envelopes, one is the regular envelope without plastic window and the other is the envelope with plastic window. In addition, each postal envelope is scanned 3 times in 200 DPI to enlarge the real character database. Thus, theoretically, in each font, we have 355,248 synthetic characters and 88,812 real characters in 1,800 postal envelope images. However, due to the manual scanning, some images are scanned more than 3 times while some images may not be placed in the scanner. Therefore, we practically got a different number of real character images and postal envelope images for each font. Table 1 and 2 show the options for  generating synthetic and real data sets, and table 3 shows the number of generated synthetic characters and the number of envelope images for each font. 
Results
Our proposed system automatically segmented all characters from each postal envelop image and then classified the characters into three groups, correctly recognized group using the OCR system, revised group using substring matching and wrongly segmented group. To verify the accuracy, we manually checked if each character in these groups was correctly segmented and recognized.
Because of segmentation errors, the summation of the number of incorrectly and correctly segmented characters may be different from the total number of characters. In our observation, there are three common segmentation errors: some characters are not detected, some characters are separated into two or three parts, and some noises are considered as characters. The segmentation accuracy is computed by the proportion of the number of correctly segmented characters to the summation of the number of incorrectly and correctly segmented characters. Our proposed system achieved the maximum accuracy of 99.5 and the minimum accuracy of 99.26% for Seoul Hangang and Sun Mion, respectively. Finally, the proposed system achieved the average segmentation accuracy of 99.66% as shown in the Table 4 . The recognition accuracy of the OCR system trained with synthetic characters generated by the proposed degradation model is computed by the proportion of the number of correctly recognized characters to the total number of characters. The accuracy of the substring matching is computed by the proportion of the correctly labeled characters to the total number of characters. The performance of the OCR system and the substring matching is shown in Table 5 and Fig. 17 . Average recognition of the OCR system trained with synthetic training samples was 68% while the average labeling accuracy was increased to 99% after applying substring matching. Fig. 17 . The performance of proposed method, the accuracy of the OCR system trained with synthetic data generated by the proposed degradation model is shown in blue bar, and the accuracy of the labeling increases after applying substring matching is shown in red bar.
DISCUSSION
Our proposed method achieves a high accuracy of 99%, but there are two factors which can affect this accuracy: the accuracy of the segmentation result, and the performance of the degradation model. If the performance of the degradation model is too low, the substring matching method will fail to find the appropriate corresponding substring in step 2 of substring matching method. However, the performance of the degradation model is sufficient to avoid this problem. Even when the performance of the degradation falls to 46.31% in the case of the Sun Mion font, our proposed method still provide a high labeling accuracy of 97.96%. More critical than the performance of the degradation model is the accuracy of the segmentation result. One incorrect segmented character not only affects the labeling result of itself but also the labeling result of the characters around it. To increase the accuracy of the segmentation result, we can put some constraints in the ideal postal envelope images so that we can easily segment characters on each postal envelope images. However, we want to keep the ideal postal envelope images as closely similar to the real postal envelopes as possible. Thus, in our system no constraint is used. The accuracy of the segmentation result in our system is 99.66%, which is sufficient for a high labeling accuracy.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a new system for automatic generation of a training character samples for OCR systems. This system is based on our novel method using a degradation model, an OCR engine and a substring matching method. Our method does not need to use the layout information of the ideal documents, which may ruin the labeling result if the layout information is not 100 percent correct. Besides that, the proposed system yields promising labeling results. Therefore, we believe that the proposed system is able to reduce the need for manpower in generating huge training samples. The system can also be applied to several other applications to improve the recognition performance of existing OCR systems. 
